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Dedication
This book is dedicated to Grand Master Choa Kok Sui and Mahaguruji Mei Ling and
Charlotte Anderson, and to all my teachers that are too numerous to mention
scattered all over the world.
A grand Namaste to all and may you know that all the good karma of this book
goes to my teachers that are here with hear with us, out of their bodies.

Dr George Dangel
Master Pranic Healer
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Explanation on: Color Healing and Water Energising
Energising Water by the means of Spectrochromotherapy, turning the waters that
have been energised with a certain energy of colour, meaning vibrational energy,
similar to solar energising.
Instead of having the seven spectrums of light energise the water as they pass
the molecules, we have the choice of energising the water molecules with certain
individual vibrations that are corresponding to the illnesses acquired by the body.
If you take the color blue and energise the water with blue, and you happen to
have a fever, by drinking the water after energising it for 30 minutes, the fever
will disappear.
Now, vitality builder, again with blue, under the heading of Vitality Builder, this is
an agent that builds the life principles by stimulating the pineal gland on the
diagram provided (area 1).
Other means of healing people with spectrochromotherapy is to energise the
particular organ, or the number corresponding on the diagram with that
corresponding colour e.g. violet, energised on the spleen, this is an agent that
increases the functional activity of the spleen portrayed on area 6 on the
diagram.
On the other hand, if you energise a glass of water for 30 minutes and drink it, it
will automatically go to the spleen which is indicated as number 6 on the
masculine diagram. So, therefore, as you can see, this little instrument that has
been designed to help human beings, is quite versatile. Energise water and
consume it, it will do the same job as energising by the spectrochromotherapy
lights, on the particular organ to rectify the problem.
All the explanation and tuition and guidance can be obtained by purchasing the
book and the apparatus from Master George Dangel by contacting his clinic either
by telephone: +61 7 3273 1250, or via email contact@masterpranichealer.com.
The special Roscolene filters have been scientifically designed with the
spectrochromotherapy needs and requirements to heal ailments. They have been
used by many specialists in the spectrochromotherapy field of healing, and are
not just any type of colour. They are manufactured to create a vibration that is
beneficial to people that are experiencing illnesses.
The main Roscolene filters, and scientific investigation, was performed by Dr
Darius Dinshah, and has been verified by certain hospitals in the United States,
as the modality to aid people with their illnesses.
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I have simplified this method of healing by impregnating water, humans, animals,
and crystals.
For instance, the crystal called Azeztulite, known to be one of the most powerful
and mysterious crystals in the world, was specially energised with a formula that
would aid humanity for the next millennium. The energy was so powerful that it
imprinted a surface that was a towel with such energy that the energy was
photographed several times without a crystal being laid on it. Now, that very
crystal, if put into a lake or a river, or a cistern, would highly irradiate that water
that would have 10,000 vibrational programs in it.
In this book there is a section on this crystal but one has to be very careful what
one does with such great energy, in so far as not to be able to harm anyone.
This is the most subtle way of utilizing a healing method for a lot of illnesses that
are being treated now by allopathic medicine. This is non-invasive, non-reactive,
and non-polluting. This is as close to natural healing as one can get.

Dr George Dangel
Master Pranic Healer
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Miracle Water
Energised Water
1.
This water has been purified and energised and has the energy of micelle
that has a negative charge on the surface. This energy is unique unto itself for it
detoxifies and removes all toxins, chemicals, harmful bacteria, pollutants and
carcinogens, that are positively charged. Therefore, it neutralizes them. This
energised water breaks up limpid oils, fatty deposits, kidney stones and all toxins
in the body when ingested.
2.
Take a glass of water and insert 2 drops of energised water. This will help
to promote insulin output from your pancreas which in turn will help a person
suffering from Diabetes.
3.
When taken internally, a glass of water with the two drops of this miracle
water, will assist in absorption of calcium into the bones, teeth and gums.
4.
When taken internally, a glass of water with the two drops of this miracle
water, will prohibit bad salts from accumulating the body.
5.
When taken internally, a glass of water with the two drops of this miracle
water, will increase the chi or bio-magnetism in a human body by 50% when
ingested.
6.
When taken internally, a glass of water with the two drops of this miracle
water, forces all toxins out of the tissues and forces nutrients in.
7.
When taken internally, a glass of water with the two drops of this miracle
water, will strengthen the thymus gland tenfold.
8.
When taken internally, a glass of water with the two drops of this miracle
water, will neutralize and stimulated your immune system.
It is most probably the most powerful antioxidant yet discovered.
For Plants, Animals and Dead Soil
1.
Spray seeds and soil with miracle water for them to germinate faster and
produce healthy fruit.
2.
When taken orally in a glass of water with two drops of miracle water, it
neutralizes acidity in man, animal and plants.
3.
To eliminate stress, hypertension, hyper-nervousness, hyperactivity or
uncontrollable children, drink a glass of water with two drops of miracle water in
it. You will experience positive results in 15 minutes after drinking it.
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